
The Dream



In an afternoon, Violet and Melissa were in the
car with their parents, going to his aunt´s
house, who lives on the beach.
They sang musics they liked, as ¨if i can´t have
you¨ and ¨ME!¨, and many others.
Violet felt so conected with the songs, who
ended sleeping througt tiedeness and Melissa It
was not late to felt the same. 
They were both on the road, a long time ago,
Violet started to felt something strange, if she is
teleported to another place.
She don´t know why this is happend, it was so
bad. She felt like something was been beated,
her vision was pessimist, but tears are falling in
her face. The same was happend with Melissa,
they felt the same.

 



Many thougts have passed in their faces, their
hands. And if the bodies are frozen? The
sesation changed all the time. 
It was something opposite and strange. The
most of them brad, they really not well. 
Violet rememberd a song that calms her down
(magic shop), and she just wanted to go to this
place. A magic place. 
Melissa suffered a lot of bullying in the school,
never get well with they parents, because they
never really cared about them. 
Your grandma, the only person who cared with
them had died about a year ago. The twins were
so happy that day, their grandmother had finally
made muffins, something they both loved very
much.



To make matters worse, they had just eaten the
muffins when their grandmother ends up dying.
Yes, there was a killer. Only your parents did not
believe. 
The police that day, seeing the girls faces, end
up believing them. But your parents still did not
believe.
For months they've been blaming them,
especially Melissa, for she's simply being older
by seconds. 
They said she was older, so she should have
solved the situation. But speaking in this
situation is easy, it would be difficult to do. 
From that day on, things only got worse for
them, but even so, the two of them gave their
maximum. 



Something mysteriously happened, and they
began to see again. To be able to open your eyes
again. 
They were in a bed, strangely well, breathing,
and with her grandmother at her side. They
grandma is smiling, quiet and well. Before
saying anything, Mel noted that the place was
written "magic shop". 
Lady Judith (their grandmother) smiled and said,
- girls, you're dead, but now, we'll be together. I
really love you, and I missed you. 
 and the girls smiled and thanked, after all at
least they were with those they loved.


